BEIJING-At last month's Communist Party
Congress, China's leaders enshrined environmental protection in the country's constitution. Now China's State Environmental Protection Administration (SEPA) has inked a deal to train grassroots conservationists. SEPA's China Environmental Culture Promotion Association and Rare, a conservation group in Arlington, Virginia, will train budding Chinese conservationists in techniques-such as festivals and puppetry-that can stir public interest and pride in biodiversity in order to "translate knowledge into personal, meaningful change," says Brett Jenks, president of Rare. Southwest Forestry University in Kunming City in China will help launch projects at 10 sites next year, most likely in some of China's roughly 2000 nature reserves.
-RICHARD STONE

… And Heads to the Moon
The first spacecraft launched beyond Earth orbit by a developing nation is on its way to the moon. Chang'e 1, named for the Chinese goddess who flew to the moon, will arrive in lunar orbit 5 November. The 24 October launch drew large crowds near the Sichuan launch center, was broadcast live on national television, and prompted senior Chinese officials to declare plans to share culled science data. The 2300-kg satellite will circle the moon for a year and send back threedimensional images of the lunar surface and an analysis of moon dust. India and the United States plan to launch moon orbiters next year, and Japan announced this week that it will launch a robotic rover in the next decade.
-ANDREW LAWLER
Oceans Are Nickel-and-Dimed
HONOLULU-A dozen marine scientists gathered here last week at the behest of the International Seabed Authority to design safeguards against the anticipated damage from the industrial harvesting of potato-sized nodules rich in nickel and copper sitting on a part of the Western Pacific sea floor with great biodiversity. "Practically every individual [organism] is a new species," said Alex D. Rogers of the Zoological Society of London. The scientists inserted a patchwork of nine 400-km-by-400-km protected areas, in between mining claims in an area nearly the size of Australia. Harvesting is expected to start within a decade. If adopted, as expected, the restrictions would be the first such sanctuaries in international waters. In a paper published online this week in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, Worobey and co-workers focused on what's known as HIV-1 subtype B. "This was the variant that led to the discovery of AIDS and so much of the story that reared its head after 1981," says Worobey.
Much controversy has swirled around the origins of the AIDS epidemic. Because some of the first AIDS cases surfaced in Haitian immigrants to the United States, CDC-to the consternation of many-once included Haitians as a special risk group. Some prominent Haitian researchers have rejected the idea that the virus spread from Haiti to the United States, contending that it likely moved in the other direction.
Molecular analyses of the archival isolates confirmed earlier reports that subtype B traveled from central Africa to Haiti about 1966, entering the United States 3 years later. The researchers' estimated probability that the virus instead traveled from the United States to Haiti-0.00003-is infinitesimal. "The methods are beautiful, and the analysis is elegant," says Bette Korber, an immunologist at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, who published similar results in Science in 2000 (9 June, p. 1789).
Some are not persuaded. Jean "Bill" Pape, who heads the largest AIDS research program in Haiti, says Worobey and co-workers simply "restate prejudices advanced 2 decades ago." Pape notes that the authors offer no details about the sexual histories of the five Haitian immigrants, who he contends could have been infected by Americans. He also questions whether HIV arrived in 1966, pointing to retrospective studies in Haiti that did not find an AIDS case until 1978.
Other AIDS researchers counter that the Worobey paper offers the clearest picture yet of how the young epidemic matured. "It's a very nice piece of evolutionary sleuthing," says Beatrice Hahn, a virologist at the University of Alabama, Birmingham, and a coauthor of the Korber study. One provocative finding, says Hahn, suggests that although several different isolates of subtype B came from Haiti to the United States, only one got a foothold. It had not evolved ways to transmit more readily, says Worobey, and appears to have been "lucky" to have spread among high-risk populations-primarily, gay males in the United States. It then spread to Canada, South America, Europe, Asia, and even back to Africa (see figure) .
Anne-Mieke Vandamme, a molecular epidemiologist at the Rega Institute for Medical Research in Leuven, Belgium, and co-author of a 2003 study that arrived at similar conclusions, says the new work underscores a fundamental feature of HIV epidemiology. Most of the early isolates found in Haitians quickly "died out," she notes. "You need an event that boosts the transmission, and the epidemic takes off." In this case, Vandamme says the promiscuity of gay men appears to have boosted the prevalence above a threshold that allowed the virus to thrive.
-JON COHEN
AIDS RESEARCH
Descent of HIV.
A new analysis of stored blood samples from early AIDS patients shows Haiti (green) as a steppingstone between central Africa and the rest of the world.
